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Child 3-10

Fabric face mask with filter pocket
Solid lines:  cut two from print
Dotted lines: cut two from lining
1/4” seam allowance included

Sewing:
1. Place print right sides together and sew along the curved seam; repeat with lining.
2. Finish short edges of lining (serge or fold under 1/4” and sew)
3. Right sides together,  pin or clip the lining to the print along the long curved edges, pressing the curved center seams in 
opposite directions to reduce bulk 
4. Sew the top and bottom edges, �nger-pressing the center seam in 
5. Turn right-side out. The 1/4” seam should make clipping curves unnecessary.
6. Iron edges if desired, but I usually just skip right to top-stitching
7. Top stitch the long edges, about 1/4” from the top (to make a casing for nose wire), and close to edge on the bottom.
8. Thread a wire into the casing made in step 7, bending it in the center to keep it in place.
9. Make a casing for ribbon or elastic by folding the print edges over about 3/8” and then 1/2” 
(or that the fold lies just beside the �nished lining edge). Stitch down.
10. Thread elastic or ribbon through casings; tie to �t snugly. Nose wire should help 
conform the upper edge to your nose, and the rest of the mask should have as 
few gaps as possible.

You’re done! Keep physically distancing!

Sew
 this seam

 �rst

Sew top and bottom seams second

Sew top and bottom seams second

Finish this edge of lining

To reduce paper usage, print the pattern 
just once, and fold the piece on the dotted line to cut 
your lining pieces. Be sure to measure the square in the upper 
right corner to ensure the pattern has printed the correct size.
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